LAMBDA
Mobile Gas Extraction

Mobile gas extraction
system for the conducting
of gas extraction tests on
landfills and contaminated
sites

〉 Extraction volume flows of between 5 and 250 m³/h
〉 Max. suction pressure 700 mbar(a)
〉 Also suitable for a temporary conveying of gas mixtures included in explosion subgroup IIA
in an explosive area (Zone 1)
〉 Cutting edge controlling, analysing and EMSC technology
〉 Data logger for all of the important operating parameters
〉 Remote access, controlling and data retrieval via a mobile network possible
〉 Self-sufficient operation in isolated locations possible by using an integrated power generator
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LAMBDA Mobile Gas Extraction System

The mobile gas extraction system (GFCS) has been designed for
the conducting of gas extraction tests on landfills and contaminated
sites. The entire system is mounted on a motor vehicle trailer,
enabling it to be transported to the place of use fast.
The high control range and the mobile design of the system enable
extraction to be carried out at individual gas wells, gas drains or
partial deposit areas in a targeted manner and independent form the
rest of the degasification system.

The system operating data are permanently logged and can be
retrieved via a mobile network by means of remote access. The
GFCS is suitable for mains operation and can be supplied with a
power cable with a max. length of 100 metres if required. The
connection necessitates a CEE 16A or CEE 32A mains socket. As
an alternative, the system can also be operated using the integrated
(diesel) power generator. Depending on the set operating point of
the extraction system, a self-sufficient operation of the system is
possible for approx. 24 hours with a single tank filling.

Valid from May 2016, The right is reserved to make technical modifications that serve progress

TECHNICAL DATA
Conveying capacity (m3/h)

approx. 5-250

Max. achievable negative pressure

700 mbar (absolute)

Suction line connection

DN 50 PN 6, other connections and suctions lines possible by agreement

Condensate separator

Condensate separator on the suction side with demister and fine filter, free level via a ball valve

Blow out line

approx. 3.5 m above upper edge of the site

Power consumption (kW)

< 6.5 (under full load, correspondingly lower under partial load)

Safety engineering

Deflagration arresters, temperature monitoring, suction and operating pressure monitoring, intrinsically
safe circuits. The design renders the system suitable for the temporary conveying of gas mixtures
included in explosion subgroup  IIA in an explosive area (Zone 1).

Dimensions and weight

The entire system is installed on a 2-axle motor vehicle trailer with the basic dimensions of approx.
2.5 m x 1.75 m (L x W) and has a cover (tarpaulin). The trailer has a total weight of approx. 1,550 kg.

Data registration

Screen logger with a remote access possibility

Logged data

CH4, CO2, O2, gas quantity, suction pressure, gas temperature, operating hours
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